Ms. Claire Amato
Primary Year 3

C3.1

OUR FRIENDS

Worksheet

C3.1.1.
Exploring friendships: the different persons whom we can call ‘Our Friends’;
Our ‘Best Friends’.

A. Read and discuss

A Friendship Recipe
The Ingredients:
1. smiling
2. listening
3. sharing
4. plenty of time
5. good times, fun and laughter
6. honesty
7. love
8. taking turns
9. good manners
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B. What other ingredient/s would you add?

C.

Match by writing the ingredient number next to each picture

___
___

_____

___
___

sorry
please
thank you

___

___
It’s true!
___

___
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D. Write about your friends

Name ..............................

Name ....................................

Name .................................

Age ...................................

Age ......................................

Age ...................................

Gender

M/F

Gender M/F

Gender

M/F

Nationality ..................

Nationality ....................

Nationality ...................

Locality ...........................

Locality .............................

Locality ...........................

Favourite colour...............

Favourite colour...................

Favourite colour .................

Favourite food...................

Favourite food......................

Favourite food....................

Favourite sport...............

Favourite sport...................

Favourite sport..................

Hobby .........................

Hobby..........................

Hobby.......................
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E. Watch, think and discuss: (orally)
Aesop’s fable: The Lion and the Mouse
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPybpc-xuG0
1. Which animal was sleeping in the jungle?
2. What happened when the last mouse went
over him?
3. What did the lion do?
4. How did the mouse feel?
5. How did the lion feel as he trapped the mouse?
6. What did the mouse ask the lion?
7. Did the lion pity the little mouse?
8. Imagine you were the lion. Would you have set the mouse free? Why?
9. What happened to the lion when passing near the mouse’s home?
10. Who set the trap? Why?
11. How did the lion feel when he was trapped?
12. What did the mouse do?
13. What lesson did both animals learn?
14. What can we learn from this fable?
15. Why do we need friends?
16. ‘A friend in need is a friend indeed’. Do you agree with this saying?
Discuss
17. What can you do to help your friends?
18. How do you feel when your friends help you?
19. How do you feel when you help your friends?
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F. Write about your best friend.
Make sure you write his or her:
name
age
locality
hobbies
favourite sport/food/colour

......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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